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Hardly any other Ferrari radiates as much fascination as the 250 GTO from the sixties. 

At that time, an awe-inspiring racing car of the century was created, which still today 

because of its 

extraordinary sporting successes and above all because of its tremendous elegance 

on everyone's lips and was chosen as an absolute cult car worldwide. 

 

In March 1961 Ferrari got nervous. The reason for this was the newly presented 

Jaguar E-Type at the Geneva Motor Show. It was seen as a serious competitor and it 

was feared that it would lose its supremacy in racing. 

Enzo Ferrari acted immediately and commissioned Giotto Bizzarrini as project 

manager to develop a new GT vehicle. Bizzarrini used the tried and tested 250 

GT/SWB as an experimental vehicle. It was clear to adopt the chassis as unchanged as 

possible with the same wheelbase of 2,400mm. The focus was particularly on the rear 

axle, body aerodynamics and the vehicle's center of gravity, which were gradually 

improved. 

The homologation was now a done deal with the new type designation 250 GTO, with 

the "O" standing for the Italian word "Omologato". Because of the famous palace 

revolution against Enzo Ferrari, some responsible GTO developers, including 

Bizzarrini, had to leave the factory. 

 

His successor was Mauro Forghieri, who finished developing the vehicle together with 

body tailor Sergio Scaglietti. The new GTO was presented to the world press in 

Maranello in February 1962 with a phenomenally beautiful body. 

His first race was in 1962 at the 12-hour race in Sebring/USA, where the driver duo 

Phil Hill and Olivier Gendebien were able to come up with a win in the GT class and 

finished second overall in the field of participants. From then on things only went up; 

In 1962, 1963 and 1964 Ferrari was able to secure the brand world championship 

with the GTO. 

 

A total of 39 GTO vehicles were built, 3 of them with a four-liter engine. 

 

We did some more research for our new edition and, in addition to other left-hand 

drive variants that have not yet been implemented, we also want to offer highly 

attractive right-hand drive variants for the first time. After confirming this idea, we 

immediately started researching suitable model vehicles with right-hand drive. This 



decision also means redesigning some parts specific to the RHD version and building 

new tooling. 

Finished in the striking Laystall colours (pale green), this was the first right-hand 

driver 250 GTO.  

Originally ordered for Stirling Moss to race for the UDT-Laystall team, but after his 

career-ending crash at Goodwood, it was raced by Innes Ireland instead on August 

18, 1962 with start number #15 to an outright victory in the Tourist Trophy at 

Goodwood. That is the car that M-247 presents. In retrospect, Ireland mesmerized: 

“We picked up the car at Maranello, drove it directly to Goodwood and immediately 

after a plug- and a tire-change we started a one-hour testing on the track.“ 

 

Chassis 3506 was raced successfully by various famous drivers, including Willy 

Mairesse (Le Mans Trial), Masten Gregory (Silverstone), Innes Ireland (Le Mans, 

Brands Hatch, Goodwood), and Gunther Philipp, an Austrian owner and racecar 

driver, who had chassis 3505GT repainted red and campaigned the car triumphantly 

in Vienne GP, Austria GP, and Preis von Wien, GT race. In 2012, the car was acquired 

by the current custodian for a reputed 35 million dollars, which at the time was the 

highest bid ever known to have been paid for a car. 



 

Sold new to David Piper, a racing driver of Great Britain, in 1963, this right-hand-drive 
250  GTO was finished in the bright BP racing green. Piper raced the car with 
considerable success in many locations, including Mallory Park, Silverstone, Brands 
Hatch, Daytona, and Monza, etc. Over the winter of 1963/64, he had chassis 4491 
modified with a cut-down windscreen and a re-profiled roof. The car changed hands 
several times subsequently until 1981, when its current Italian owner had it restored 
to its original configuration, removing Piper's modifications. 
 
The vehicle presented by CMC was raced in Silverstone on July 20th, 1963, finishing 

2nd OA and 2nd in GT Class. Further achievements include 4th OA in Monza and 1st 

OA in Kyalami, to name just a few. 



Completed in June of 1962, chassis 3647GT was destined for Col. Ronnie Hoare’s 
Bowmaker racing team in England. It was raced by John Surtees successfully until he 
suffered a major accident at Goodwood in August. Once rebuilt, this right-hand-drive 
250 GTO was sold to a France-based Prince Zourab Tchkotoua from Russia, who 
campaigned it at select events but had another major accident at Goodwood in 1963, 
almost a year later to the day. Following the second rebuild, chassis 3647GT was 
raced in Italian local events before it was sold to the United States.  
The car presented by CMC was raced by John Surtees/Mike Parks with start number 
#11 to a 2nd OA and 2nd IC finish at 1000km Paris, Montlhery on Oct 21, 1962. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Finished in BP racing green, chassis 3767GT was originally owned and raced by David 

Piper, a racing driver who had competed in Formula One and Formula Two, but was 

disenchanted with single-seat racing and decided to move into sportscar racing with 

250 GTO in 1962. Late that year, he scored outright wins at the Kyalami 9 Hours and 

the Angolan Grand Prix. At the onset of the following season, this car was sold to the 

United States, although Piper continued to co-drive with new owner Ed Cantrell on 

occasion. Following the 1964 Nassau speed week, it was retired from contemporary 

racing and came to be acquired by the current owner in 1974. In more recent years, it 

has been a regular in the Goodwood Revival. CMC replicated this right-hand-drive 

250 GTO with a distinctive BP livery. This is what Chassis 3767GT looked like when 

David Piper and Dan Margulies raced it with start number #153 to a 4th OA finish at 

Tour de France on September 15, 1962. 

 



 

Delivered new to the great British racing team owner John Coombs with a bianco 

(white) livery in 1962, chassis 3729GT got piloted by the most prominent drivers 

throughout the 1962 and 1963 seasons, including Roy Salvadori, Graham Hill, Mike 

Parkes, Mike McDowell, Mike Salmon, Jack Sears, and Richie Ginther. Coombs also 

campaigned this right-hand-drive 250 GTO at world-renowned circuits, such as 

Brands Hatch, Goodwood, Silverstone, Mallory Park, Snetterton, and so on. Then it 

was briefly raced by the new owner Viscount Portman before it was retired from 

contemporary racing. Among the subsequent owners was its original driver Jack 

Sears, who held onto chassis 3729 from 1970 till selling it to the current American 

owner. 

The accolades garnered on chassis 3729GT include multiple second OA standings as 

well as first- and second-place class wins. M-251 was none other than chassis 3729GT 

as it was raced by Graham Hill to a 2nd OA and 2nd GT Class finish at Goodwood with 

start number #10 on August 18, 1962. 



 

Italian privateer racer Sergio Bettoja was the first owner of this 250 GTO. He debuted 
it at the Parma-Poggio hill-climb in June of 1962, and then sold the car to Count Volpi, 
who promptly fielded it at Le Mans. In April of 1963, chassis 3445GT was sold to Ulf 
Norinder, who had it painted in the Swedish national racing colours (blue with a 
yellow central stripe) and campaigned it with some success well into the 1964 season 
at Targa Florio, 2000km Daytona, 500km Spa and Monza. From 1965 onwards, the car 
passed through various hands until 2012, when chassis 3445GT was entrusted to 
Ferrari Classiche for a comprehensive restoration.  
The vehicle presented by CMC was chassis 3445GT raced by Norinder and Troiberg 
with start number #112 to a 9th OA and 2nd IC finish at Targa Florio 1964. 



 

Chassis #3757GT was delivered to Jaques Swaters of Ecurie Francorchamps in June 

1962. The years 1962 and 1963 saw it compete in major races like 24H Le Mans, GP 

Solitude, Tour de France, Montlhery, Zandvoort, Zolder and at Angola GP, where a 

total of 10 first places (OA, IC, GT) were up for grabs. In 1964 Peter Clarke bought the 

car and started to race it at 1000 km Nürburgring (27th OA), Spa, Oulton Park, 

Silverstone, Zandvoort, Snetterton (1st IC), Goodwood, 2000km Daytona (7th OA) 

and Sebring. This is the second car with a riveted spoiler and raised taillights. After 3 

severe accidents it was restored in 1969 to the specs of the Le Mans participation in 

June 1962 and has been in the hands of Nick Mason, famous drummer of Pink Floyd 

ever since. 

M-253 presents chassis 3757 as “Beurlys” and “Elde” raced it with start number #22 

to a 3rd OA and 2nd GT finish at 24H Le Mans 1962.   



 

Entered by Luigi Chinetti's North American Racing Team, chassis 3987GT with start 

number #1 was driving to an outright victory at its 1000km Paris debut on Oct.21, 

1962 with Pedro and Ricardo Rodriguez at the wheel. It was soon sold to the Mecom 

Racing Team, which fielded it for the likes of Roger Penske, Augie Pabst and Richie 

Ginther with considerable success. After changing hands several times during the 

1970s and 1980s, it was acquired by the current owner in 1985. 

CMC presents chassis 3987GT as it was driving to its first win. 

 
 
 



 

 

Chassis 4219GT was sold new to American Mamie Spears Reynolds, daughter of 

Senator Robert Reynolds and heiress to the Reynolds tobacco fortune. She entered 

the car for Pedro Rodriguez in the 1963 Daytona Continental, which the young 

Mexican promptly won with start number #18. In the May of 1963, the car was sold 

to Beverly Spencer, who had it raced briefly with some successes at Laguna Seca, 

Monterey, Pacific Raceway, and Candlestick Raceway. Following its retirement from 

contemporary racing in 1964, chassis 4219GT was bought by George C. Dyer Sr., who 

had it painted dark blue. He used the car as a daily commuter. Although it has since 

changed hands once more in 1993, it retains the beautiful blue finish and remains 

one of the most original 250 GTOs in existence. 

CMC presents the vehicle as it appeared at Monterey Historical Races, Laguna Seca 

with start number #18 in 2004. 



 

 



 

 

This copper-bodied model is a premium addition to CMC's collection. CMC always has 

a tender spot in its heart for copper models.  

With the Horch 835 (C-010), CMC developed its first large-scale model of this kind. 

But lacking in experience on the 1:12 scale with this material, production was 

technically protracted and time-consuming back then. Still, we never wanted to give 

up and make do without large models. It was our belief that persistence meant 

victory and that we could cultivate the expertise needed by growing our technical 

know-how.  

We have continued to research and try, and the knowledge gained was channeled 

into the preparations for making new copper-bodied models. With the 8C 2900 B 

Speciale Touring Coupé, efforts are being made to optimize production methods and 

processing. While the development of C-009 may not seem to be a top priority at 

CMC in recent years, a lot of brain power is actually invested in the pursuit of an 

innovative break-through from the traditional way of doing things. Now we believe 

that we are on the right track. This year we would like to bring to you this long-

awaited model. 





The original vehicle is highly unique. The body was specially designed and built in 

1938 for the 24 Hours of Le Mans. The close-top Berlinetta was aerodynamically 

shaped, featuring lightweight aluminum construction based on the Superleggera 

principle patented by coachbuilder Touring. A performance- enhanced eight-cylinder 

in-line engine with 220 hp and specific gear for long- distance races completed this 

mammoth of power. A tire puncture after leading the race far ahead, however, 

destroyed its legitimate hope of victory. After a few changes of ownership, this racing 

coupe is now on display in the Museo Storico Alfa Romeo, the factory museum in 

Arese. There it was restored to its original condition and given its typical dark red 

paint finish. 
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